
 

Stage: U12  

Practice: # 11 ( 
 

 
 Ice Practice) 

 
Introduction (pre-practice) (3-5min in the dressing room) 

 Welcome athletes. 

 Review procedures for safety, water breaks, etc. 

 Discuss goals of practice + planned drills/activities 

Warm up (10-12 minutes)  

Drill #1: Stretching – Agility / Balance / Coordination (ABC’S) of Warm-Up 

Figure 8 Laps – forwards W7-2.5.6.3 

Dynamic (with movement) Stretches W7-2.5.2.2 

 Shoulders & Arms 

 Back & Sides 

 Hamstrings & Quadriceps 

 Groin & Legs (adductor/inside and abductor/outside) 

 Ankles & Caves 

 

Drill #2: Game of Nerf Football with Ringette Rules  

 

Drill #3: Slingshot Drill – Full ice 

 Players in corner lined up with rings 

 First player skates to center ice and loops back 

 Picks up a pass at the first blue line and goes to net at far end and shoots 

 Second player in line, who just made pass, follows same pattern to center ice and loops back 

 Once pass is received she skates to second blue line and loops back, as soon as she turns makes 

pass to next player skating up 

 Receives her pass back over second blue line and skates in on net 

Goalie 

Positioning: free passes 

Cool down (5-10min) 

Steal the Gold G19-7.44 

 There are two teams divided by the centre line. 

 Seven rings are placed on the dots of each of two diagonal circles. 

 There are two “jails” located in each of the opposite diagonal corners. 

 The object of the game is to steal the “gold” without being captures by the other team.  

 Two players from each team guard the “gold”. Players crossing the centre line may be touched by a 

guard. If touched, players go to jail. 

 A prisoner can be freed when they have possession of a gold ring, when passed from a teammate 

carrying a “gold” ring. 

Post-practice wrap up) (3-5min in the dressing room) 

 Wrap up daily activities and prepare athletes for next ice time. 

 Before each athlete leaves the ice discuss what position they like playing the best 

 Coaches are available for questions 

 



Drill #1 

2.5.6.3. Figure eight set-up (third diagram):  This is a good warm-up set-up for extra skating conditioning. 

Instructor/coach/demonstrator can provide comments to players at each end of the ice surface or in the 

middle near the crossover. 

 

 

 

 

 

2.5.2.2  Warm-up - Stretches Description 

 

Neck    - Stretch the neck slowly, first from one side to the other, shoulder to shoulder, 
then forward - never back. 

Shoulders   - Shrug up and down. 
    - Roll shoulder forward and backward. 
 
Arms    - Bring the arm across the body and hold with the opposite hand, stretching the 

triceps and shoulder. 
    - Grasping with both hands, bring the arms above the head to stretch the triceps 

and forearm. 
    - With both hands behind the back, grasp and stretch the biceps and deltoids. 
 
Back    - Position the feet slightly wider than the proper stance, and with the knees bent, 

roll forward and touch the toes.  This will stretch the lower back and 
hamstrings. 

Sides    - With one arm, reach above the head to stretch one side, then the other.  
Avoid over exaggerated side bends. 

    - Variation - Raise the stick above the head with two hands on it.  Press one 
hand up, then the other. 

 
Ankles    -    Toe in - Between the blue lines, glide on one foot (knee slightly bent) turn 

the toe inward and hold for eight seconds. 
    - Toe out - Use the same motion, but turn the toe out. 
 
Calves    - Stationary - With motion, and the feet shoulder width apart, lift the 

toes(supporting leg knee is slightly bent).  Stretch the opposite calf. 

Hamstrings  - Stationary - Kneel on the ice, bring one leg out to the side with the toe 
pointing upward, and  hold position for 8 seconds (should feel a stretch in the 
back of the leg and calf area).  Switch legs. 

Quadriceps  - Stationary - Hold onto the boards with one hand and use the other hand to 
grasp ankle behind back.  The supporting knee is bent and the  back should be 
straight, with the knees parallel. 

    - Moving - Same motion, but between blue lines while gliding. 
    - Moving - Similar to a groin stretch, the player puts the toe on ice rather than 

side of foot. 
 
Groin (Adductor) - Moving - One leg is put behind the other, with the  inside of the foot on the 

ice.  The supporting knee is bent (no more than 90°).  Do not bounce. 



Abductors 
(outside of leg) - Moving - Similar to the quadriceps stretch, except the player grasps the foot with 

the opposite hand, in front of body.  This is a good balance drill. 
 

 

 

 

 

Drill #2 

Nerf football 

 2 teams 

 Cannot skate with ball 

 Can coast with ball 

 Have to pass 

 Really works on give and go 

 Emphasizes support and short passes going down the ice 

Cannot take gloves off 

 

Drill #3 

Slingshot Drill – Full ice 

 Players in corner lined up with rings 

 First player skates to center ice and loops back 

 Picks up a pass at the first blue line and goes to net at far end and shoots 

 Second player in line, who just made pass, follows same pattern to center ice and loops back 

 Once pass is received she skates to second blue line and loops back, as soon as she turns makes 

pass to next player skating up 

 Receives her pass back over second blue line and skates in on net 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

XXXXX XXXXX 



Drill #4 

4.10.21 Dekes 

Equipment: Rings are needed. 

Description: Players are paired up and find free space in which to skate.  One player skates toward the 
stationary defending player.  The ring carrier will practice body and head dekes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Drill #5 

3.8.2 Backward Bubbles 

Equipment: None required. 

Description: Players start on the goal line facing the near end boards.  Starting in a snowplow stop 
position, players then push out with both feet and make semi-circles until their feet come 
together again heel to heel.  Then push out again and pull in again making circles (bubbles) 
all the way down the length of the ice (never lifting the feet off the ice). 

 

 

Drill #6 

4.10.23 "C" Defending 

Equipment: Rings/Pylons are required. 

Description: Player 1 and Player 2 skate through pylons as shown.  Player 1 goes around the far pylon 
and receives a pass from Player 3.  Player 2 skates between pylons, turns, and skates 
backward for a 1 on 1.  Player 3 and Player 4 continue. 

Variation:  Add another offensive player for 2 on 1. 

 

 

 

 



Drill #7 

7.44   Steal the Gold 

Purpose:  This is an activity game. 

Equipment:  Sticks and rings are required. 

Description:  There are two teams divided by the centre line.  Seven rings are placed on the dots 
of each of two diagonal circles.  There are two "jails" located in each of the 
opposite diagonal corners.  The object of the game is to steal the "gold" without 
being captured by the other team. 

Important Rules 

1. Two players from each team guard their "gold".  Players crossing the centre line may be touched by  a 
guard. 

2. If touched, players go to jail. 

3. When holding a "gold" ring, players cannot be touched. 
 
4.  One prisoner is freed when touched by a teammate carrying "gold" and will then accompany the player 
with the "gold" back to the other side. 
 
 

 

 

 


